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 the application to produce a dummy.MP file from your attached MP file. When finished then connect to the PC, and replace..
Once more use the application (MP and.MP) to convert.MP to dMP. Finally use the same.MP again to convert to.MP dMP This
last step is to save the "standard" MP dMP. I think that is the best way for now.. (at least for me) Thanks Dont get confused with
this explanation.. it can be very misleading... To finalize this way of convert MCRs into dMPs I had to look through every single

posted thread in this forum. And just to be sure I didn't miss anything, I used my handy MCR to dVMP program. All the
converted MCRs have been successfully used to convert MPEG-2 PS files to DMP. By successfully I mean that no decoder

"hiccups" were encountered. Converted MCR to dMP takes about 2 minutes, depending on the size of the MCR (MPEG-2 PS
file). Here is my test video file which was created using only HD video I recorded myself. It's 12 minutes. To convert the.MP

file to a DMP you first need a MCR to dVMP app (available here) to convert the.MP to a dummy.MP (dMP) file. Then you use
the.MP dMP to convert to.MP dMP and then to a standard.MP file. Once that's done you delete the dummy.MP file and then
you delete the original.MP file that contained the original.MP file (dMP file). Here is a list of steps taken to convert my video
file above. 1. I opened the attached.MP file in my attached MCR to dVMP app. After it created the dummy.MP file I opened

the new.MP file in my PC and viewed it's contents. 2. I used the attached.MP dummy file as the source in the attached MCR to
dVMP app. Once the app completed it's conversion to a dummy.MP I viewed the contents in the PC. 3. I used the attached.MP

dMP file as the source in the attached MCR to dVMP app. Once the app completed it's conversion to a dummy.MP I viewed the
contents in the PC. 4. 82157476af
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